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Poste d - 28/03/2009 : 20:58:10

The musical 'Shout', which features some of Dusty's songs, is opening at
the Arts Theatre in London in April. It's been touring round the UK. Has
anyone seen it?
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Are you going, Angela? Which Dusty songs are in it?
Will
"..we were strangers a moment ago.."
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http://www.shoutthemusical.c o.uk/the_music.cfm
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Cheers, John - very Sixtified website they have, although I was surprised
they have an empty space where the press release should be.
All the same, nice to see that of the five top songs listed, three are Dusty's
;)
Will
United Kingdom
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Will, there's actually 4 Dusty songs mentioned although I dare say that it's
the Merseybeats version that they have in mind.
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You're right, as Wishin' And Hopin's is there too, but I was meaning the
ones in the top sec tion, next to the green flower shape; of those five,
three are Dusty's.
Will
"..we were strangers a moment ago.."
United Kingdom
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I just wonder if it's worth seeing as I'm going to be in London in April for a
couple of weeks.
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Well I'd sure like to see it - I only hope it tours and comes all the way up
here.
Will
"..we were strangers a moment ago.."
Gallery: www.askyofhoney.com
United Kingdom
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I saw this in New York and really enjoyed it. There are some very funny
bits. It's a succession of musical numbers (all the big 60s hits) with comic
skits in between that are somehow related to the songs. The c ostumes and
sets are all high-Sixties Mod--very bright colors, lots of go-go boots,
beads, and miniskirts, and, yes, plenty of beehive and bouffant hairdos. The
cast, if I recall, was all female so there are a lot of girl group and solo girl
hits in the show. I'm pretty sure that the LTD crowd would really like this
show.
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yes , I saw this in NYC also and really enjoyed it...mostly for the fact that
the majority of songs were Dusty songs. It is light and fun. A musical,
based on five women during the swinging 60's..all with different
personalities and goals during this time.
I did post some words on it at the time (about 2 yrs ago?) with a set list of
all the Dusty songs that that were included...not sure if it's here
somewhere or had disappeared?
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It's fun entertainment and I too think most would enjoy it.
paula x
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I wish it were playing in London when we are there; sounds like fun. Paula,
your post is probably archived==still accessible but ican't be replied to. See
the A folder in the RH column in each sec tion? I think I recall the
discussion==an individual who no longer frequents these shores went on a
rant about it--or was that something else?
xN
There's something in my soul that will always lead me back to you.
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Thanks for the thumbs up folks. I think that it's going to be a 'must see'.
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This Show toured the provinc es fairly early on last year..
Popular people like Su Pollard and Clare Sweeney were in it then.
Unfortunately I didn't get to see it, but I would if it came round again.
Carole R xx
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"Let everyone debate the true reality, I'd rather see the World the way it
used to be"

Poste d - 02/04/2009 : 04:07:28
quote :
Originally posted by allherfaces
I wish it we re playing in London whe n we a re the re ; sounds lik e fun. Paula,
yo ur post is pro bably archive d==still acce ssible but ican't be re plie d to. Se e
the A folde r in the R H colum n in e ach se ction? I think I re call the
discussion==an individual who no longe r fre que nts the se shore s we nt on a
ra nt about it--o r was that so m e thing e lse ?
x N
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The re 's som e thing in m y so ul that will always le ad m e back to you.

oh yeah nancy..you got it right
paula x
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